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ABOUT THIS BOOK
We’ve said it multiple times: order confirmation emails are a huge
marketing opportunity. On our blog, we’ve talked about order

confirmation emails as a missed marketing opportunity. We’ve also

shared common mistakes to avoid along with tips for how business can
make simple tweaks to improve order confirmation emails.

Why are these transactional emails so important? We’ll let the

numbers do the talking, order confirmation emails:
➤ receive an average open rate of 60-70%
➤ 2-5x higher average revenue per email than bulk emails
➤ 8x higher transaction rates than bulk emails
In this eBook, we’ll take a look at real order confirmation emails
from the ten largest internet retailers in the world. We’ll discuss The

Good, The Bad, and The Ugly. The Good will showcase what the business
is doing well in their order confirmation email, maybe that’s their

branding or how they showcase items to encourage the customer to
buy from them again. The Bad, well, it’ll pick out exactly what this brand
is doing wrong in their order confirmation email and how they fail to
take advantage of the high open rates that come with transactional
emails. The Ugly will discuss the email’s visual design, if the brand

optimized for a mobile-first world or if they’ve failed to include clear
CTAs for the customer.
Enough about the eBook, let’s dive into some emails!
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#10 BEST BUY
**Important Tip: Click the brand (i.e., “Best Buy”) name for a full-size image!**
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The Good
Best Buy’s order confirmation email, while slightly cluttered in
design, does an excellent job of giving the customer the information
relating to their transaction. Order number, link to order status on
BestBuy.com, the item with a picture, and billing summary are all in
plain site atop the email’s body. Below that, Best Buy promotes their
email newsletter and Geek Squad services before eventually showing
the customer items that consumers commonly purchased with this
order’s goods.

The Bad
While Best Buy does well by trying to promote products and
services in their confirmation email, they wait until the very bottom to
do so. They could incorporate this section into their email earlier,
increasing the likelihood of the customer clicking through to convert
the sign-up or purchase.

The Ugly
Best Buy’s design is modern but broken into too many sections.
The attempt to better organize the email’s content instead becomes
distracting. Easy rule: no more than two background colors in your
email.
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#9 COSTCO
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The Good
In short, everything. Costco did a phenomenal job with this email.
The top of the email includes Costco's logo, it shows the customer’s
order information and includes relevant products in a “Picked For You”
section at the bottom of their email.

The Bad
Costco could put their promoted products in a more prominent
spot, the lower part of the email will get fewer views. By law,
transactional emails must focus on a transaction but may include
marketing efforts. Costco could move this above their fine print for
security and still have no issues with CAN-SPAM.

The Ugly
It’s not the most beautiful nor flashy email to send a customer,
but this minimalist look is very on-brand for Costco.
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#8 THE HOME DEPOT
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The Good
The Home Depot’s order confirmation email is well branded and
does an excellent job of showcasing their brand and in-store
experience through visual media. Here we see an image of someone
checking-out at a Home Depot location, including an overlay thanking
the customer and a large CTA button to full order information on
HomeDepot.com.

The Bad
Home Depot does what 70% of brands do to market in their order
confirmation emails: nothing. This email does not entice the customer
to opt-in for marketing emails, follow Home Depot on social media, or
tell them about other products or services offered by Home Depot. This
email for a refrigerator/freezer without installation is the perfect
opportunity to entice the customer with additional warranty options or
a coupon code to save on installation services.

The Ugly
Overall, this is a well-designed email. It certainly doesn't go
overboard, but is well-branded and designed to adapt to mobile
devices.
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#7 QVC
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The Good
This message is a great looking order confirmation email from
QVC; it’s very visually appealing. It has the QVC logo at the top in a
banner that includes the big text of “Thanks for Your Order.” The email
breaks up its sections by using a light red background for highlighted
sections, helping the email appear more organized.

The Bad
QVC uses the right-hand column to highlight product suggestions,
but they fill it with general categories. Instead of highlighting “Customer
Top Rated” and “Inviting Arrivals” in an order confirmation email for a
marked-down, as-is scarf purchase QVC could show items that are
similar in price and style.

The Ugly
All-in-all this is a good looking order confirmation email. A
straightforward and modern layout incorporates on-brand colors and
design elements.
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#6 MACY’S

1:

2:

3:

4:
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The Good
Macy’s order confirmation email is well branded with their logo at
the very top and uses their color palette throughout. The email also
makes it easy for the customer to access their full order information on
the Macy’s website by including a large, red CTA button. Below that,
Macy’s itemizes the products ordered in this purchase with thumbnail
images. Macy’s then breaks down the order’s financial costs for the
customer.

The Bad
This email is incredibly long. Beyond what I listed above, the email
includes a “featured help topics” section with four link buttons and two
phone numbers. Then the email encourages customers to download
the Macy’s app, shop newly added items, open a Macy’s credit card,
shop again to pick up items in a store, sign up for emails and texts
alerts, follow Macy’s on six social media sites, or find a Macy’s store.
The majority of confirmation emails don’t do enough, but with
Macy’s, that is not the case. Remember, when it comes to CTAs and
conversions, it’s often a case of less is more.

The Ugly
If this email ended after the total dollar amount, I really would not
have much to say. Macy’s needs to simplify their email; it creates a
cluttered feeling with too many visual elements.
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#5 STAPLES
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The Good
Overall, I’m impressed by Staples’ order confirmation email! It’s
well organized and lays out the information associated with the
customer’s purchase, right at the top of the email. It’s well branded with
the Staples logo and uses their shade or red throughout the email.
Above all, it includes a product recommendation section entitled “You
Might Also Like” with three different products. Each product is a
variation of the toner that was purchased, meaning it’s safe to assume
these products also work with the customer’s equipment.
Promoting relevant, compatible products may seem like an obvious
factor when recommending products to customers, but so many
retailers get it wrong. Or worse, they blindly rely on an algorithm that
often goes unchecked once implemented.

The Bad
A lot is going on in the latter half of this email, which leads to
distraction and conflicting CTAs. It’s hard to tell if the customer should
download the Staples mobile app or look at the recommended
products. The container with CTAs for downloading the Staples app
includes four buttons, way too many.

The Ugly
Outside of the cluttered CTAs, the email has a clean and modern
design. Staples uses on-brand colors, and a design optimized for
mobile display.
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#4 DELL
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The Good
Dell’s order confirmation email is a clean, simple, modern design
that effectively shares transactional information with the customer. It’s
designed to fit mobile, and beyond purchase information, it has icons
that link to additional information on Dell.com and social media logos
to encourage following the brand on Facebook and Twitter.

The Bad
Dell really didn’t want to exhaust itself here; this email doesn’t do
much beyond confirming the purchase. Which is fine, if you’re not
interested in growing your business or converting buyers into more
loyal, lifelong customers. This email is a great example of a brand failing
to take advantage of an email that will likely be opened by the
customer, at least once. If a consumer is willing to spend over $3,000 on
a computer monitor, what other equipment could they need for their
business? Or, why not try to sell them an additional warranty for
product protection? Dell could easily include some practical accessories
that are compatible with the monitor. Instead, they include a 60%
empty container with a weak CTA of “Let’s Connect...” in hopes of
gaining social media followers.

The Ugly
This email is a clean and modern design with typical placements
of the logo and on-brand colors. Dell could incorporate more visuals,
but all-in-all this email is well designed, far from unique but very
adequate.
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#3 WALMART
1:

2:
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The Good
Walmart’s order confirmation email does a great job of branding
itself, making it clear and easy to know the details of the purchase. It
uses a quality image in the header to represent shipping the order; it’s
well branded their logo, it shows the order number and shipping
information with large, clear text. The email makes it clear that items in
this transaction may arrive at separate times but the customer can
easily track both shipments.
The email does include a small section of other items offered by
Walmart’s online store. It includes a section header of “Explore More
Savings” in an attempt to draw the customer’s attention. The
recommended products seem hit and miss to some degree. This order
was for a pack of clothes hangers, iron, and a box of Kashi GOLEAN
cereal. The first product recommended is an ironing board, a perfect
example of cross-selling as it complements the purchase of an iron.

The Bad
Overall, this email is a solid example of an order confirmation
message. The biggest issue is some of the product recommendations
seem very random. Walmart may have historical sales data proving
shoppers that buy irons also tend to purchase microwaves and
vacuums, but at first glance, they seem quite random.
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The Ugly
This email is simple, on-brand for Walmart, and optimized for
mobile. Could it be prettier? Absolutely, but certainly no major issues
with the design.
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#2 APPLE
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The Good
Straightforward and efficient. The email does what it’s supposed
to do; it even states that in the first sentence, “This email confirms
payment for the iCloud storage plan...”
The email includes the date of purchase, the order ID number for
reference and a clear breakdown of what the customer bought.

The Bad
This email looks more like it came from Circuit City in 2006 than
from Apple in 2015. Even with the standard set by Apple’s minimalist
branding and design, this email is underwhelming and urges readers to
delete without a second thought. Beyond its simplicity, it does zero
marketing or selling. With the purchase, Apple has a record of exactly
what devices I own and how I use them with iCloud. This type of data is
invaluable when it comes to segmenting emails for sending targeted
messages to customers.
Apple has the perfect information to send me a confirmation
message that also tries to upsell me to a bigger iCloud storage plan, a
new iPhone with more space or additional storage options for my
MacBook. Or, Apple could use the opportunity to cross-sell me to
purchase their Apple Support service to ensure I’m properly using my
multiple Apple devices with their iCloud integration.

The Ugly
“Design is not just what it looks like and feels like. Design is how it works.”
- Steve Jobs
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Apple took this quote to heart when they designed their purchase
confirmation email. This email is about as simple and boring as
possible. Without the gray Apple logo and footer iCloud logo, this
email’s appearance is liable to be mistaken for just about any brand.
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#1 AMAZON
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The Good
The world’s largest internet retailer, the Goliath of online
transactions. Considered by many to be the standard in e-commerce,
and their confirmation emails indeed portray standard. Amazon’s order
confirmation email checks all the necessary boxes, it includes:
● Order Number
● Shipping Address + Estimated Arrival
● Billing Info (Price + Billing Info)
● Most importantly, it thanks the customer for placing their order
Amazon does go beyond the bare minimum when it includes a
couple of related items, identified as “Popular Items In This Category”
before the fine print. The recommendations are related to the purchase
because they’re also hockey jerseys, they’re also in a similar price range.
The suggestion is playing it safe by recommending two of the most
popular jerseys, but in the context of sports, these jerseys may be
lowering the chances of a repeat purchase.

The Bad
This purchase was for a Nashville Predators’ hockey jersey and the
two recommended items are jersey’s from the same Amazon retailer
but other teams. In the context of sports apparel like jerseys, chances
of someone buying the same item for multiple teams isn’t as likely as
buying different products for the same team. This email could've
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improved its chances of converting a repeat purchase by showing other
Nashville Predators apparel.

The Ugly
Amazon’s order confirmation email fits their brand of simple
design but does include the Amazon logo and an Amazon-yellow
button. While the email could be more inviting or include a more
modern design, it’s appropriate in the context of Amazon’s brand.
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CONCLUSION
Want to take your order confirmation emails to the next level?
Send targeted order confirmation messages to segmented customers.
With Unific, you fully utilize your historical data to send the right

message in your order confirmation to the right customers.

